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Shrinking  agricultural  land

• Likewise, MoEF revealed 
on June 10, 2013 that 
India’s forest cover is 
depleting at a startling 
rate of 135 hectares 
(333acres) per day. Such 
diversions are done for 
various projects to 
include coal mines, 
thermal power plants, 
and industrial and river 
valley projects. 

• As per latest data from 
MoAgr, (TOI :Aug17,2013), as 
many as 20 states reported 
decrease in cultivable  land to 
the extent of 7,90,000 
hectares in four years from 
2007-08 to 2010-11. The 
decrease is mainly attributed 
to diversion of cultivable land 
for non-agricultural purposes, 
including construction, 
industries and other 
developmental activities.
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WORLD FOOD
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China’s plight

• China, for instance, has 20% of the world’s 
population but only 10% cultivable land. With 
agricultural land shrinking by nine million 
hectares from 1996 to 2008, China has taken to 
urban farming and vertical gardens, apart from 
the more controversial option of buying 
farmland in countries like Argentina, Congo, 
Bulgaria and Ukraine.





Rethinking Agriculture

With increasing population and shrinking 
agricultural land the time has come for a 

New Vision for Agriculture

Provide food security for all …

… in an environmentally sustainable way 

… while moving agriculture (vertically) 
upwards .
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Agriculture also uses 70 percent of the world’s
available freshwater for irrigation, rendering it
unusable for drinking as a result of contamination
with fertilizers, pesticides, herbicides and silt.

With a raft of studies suggesting farmers will be
hard-pressed to feed the extra 3 billion people
swelling the world’s ranks by the year 2050
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Presence of sewage and heavy metal effluents in water 
used for irrigation purposes and chemical pesticides 
render the yield unfit for human consumption.”





•The most exciting and potential field of world farming for 
food and feed more particularly vegetables through which 
we can grow any crop anywhere even on nonarable
/saline/rocky land /on sea or  in urban areas without any 
land;  i.e. in your verandah or kitchen window  

•Right from Antarctica, space stations, atomic submarines 
and may be possibly one day even on Celestial bodies 
(Planets, Moon)

Hydroponics
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Chinampas

Mesoamerican farming
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Hanging gardens of Babylon, (Iraq)
One of the 7 wonders of the ancient world.
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Comparison 

Lettuce in modern raft systemAztech-ancient raft system
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Categories of soilless gardening

Substrate based gardening with 
nutrient solutions using INERT MEDIA like 
cocopeat, vermiculite, perlite, gravel, sand,leca, clay 

pebbles, vydron, rockwool etc

Aeroponics

True 
hydroponics

NFT
DWC
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Immense potential and unlimited opportunities. It can be practiced

• Right from landless people to anybody and everybody who 
wants to have fresh  ‘vegies’ and ‘freshies’

• by haves and have not's who want to  overcome malnutrition 
in a tiny humble way and also by have’s for healthy living 
and income generation

• Anywhere and in and round sea, on iceland and from sandy 
dunes to rocky uncultivativable and unproductive strata to 
high rise mountaneous areas

• Cut shorts transport costs

• In space stations and atomic submarines 

Why Hydroponics
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• In this cultivation, the temporal and spatial separation of 
crops can be overcome (seasonal, agroclimatic -spacing)

• It uses 1/15 to 1/20th of water used in conventional 
agriculture

• Several crops in the same building from varying 
agroclimatic conditions and far flung areas can be 
cultivated for longer periods on different floors/chambers

• It can cut short juvenile period of some crops like tomato

• It uses much less space

• and is being exploited for surreptitious (hidden) 
cultivation of opium and marijuana  much traded by 
underworld and drug addicts
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• The yield obtained is of very high order and balanced 
nutritionally 

• The produce has better appearance and longer self life

• With balanced nutrition yield per plant increases manifold 
from the plants of same var/ cv. 

• In fact, the number of plants per acre can be enormously 
higher than on an acre of land. A hydroponic acre can 
yield 10,000 plants whereas an acre of soil can only raise 
1/3rd of that. 

• The  growing system can also be moved as such

• If done on rooftop, it can reduce building temperature by 
3-5 C



In US, hydroponic Tomatoes yield 150 tons per acre 
annually is 18 times ˃ than in conventional soil 
methods. A 10-acre site - 3 million pounds annually. 

In Canada, the average per capita consumption of 
tomatoes is 20 lbs. Thus, with a population of 20 
million, the total annual consumption of tomatoes is 
400 million pounds (200, 000 tons). 

Enough tomatoes for the entire population of Canada 
for a whole year could be grown hydroponically on just 
1,300 acres of land!
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Crop Soil Soilless
Soya 600 lb 1,550 lb
Beans 5 tons 21 tons
Peas 1 ton 9 tons
Wheat 600 lb 4,100 lb
Rice 1,000 lb 5,000 lb
Oats 1,000 lb 2,500 lb
Beets 4 tons 12 tons
Potatoes 8 tons 70 tons
Cabbage 13,000 lb 18,000 lb
Lettuce 9,000 lb 21,000 lb
Tomatoes 5-10 tons 60-300 tons
Cucumbers 7,000 lb 28,000 lb

Crop yield in soil and soilless cultivation  

Hydroponic Food Production, Howard M. Resh, Woodbridge Press, 2002



Yes !  like big sale stores /malls, the conditions apply here also

Every benefit is at some expense

The small scale cultivators  can , however, produce vegies/freshies without 
much risk and cost

The cultivation at bigger scale is likely to face the risk of insect pests and 
diseases that have to be taken care  immediately

The periodic checking of nutrient solutions in terms of pH and EC and 
composition and refill shall require constant watch.

Pollination is another problem in enclosures for which extra steps by planting 
attractive flowers round or by the use of some growth regulators

For Extra Profits
CO2 enrichment ,  lighting and aeration of roots
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This type of cultivation can be Env. Friendly and 
self sustaining cutting costs of fossil fuels by

Exploiting solar radiation
Wind mills wherever possible
Water resources
Transportation costs
High degree of management skills is the Mantra for 
overall    success

Wastage saved= Food produced!
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Leafy vegetables - Lettuce, cabbage,, 
amaranth, pok choy, coriander, oregano, 
spinach, parsley 

Vegetables - Tomato, Egg Plant, Green
bean, Beet, Winged bean, Capsicum, 
melons, Cabbage,  Bell pepper, Cauliflower, 
Raddish, cucumbers,,

Crops  being grown
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Fodder crops - Sorghum, Alphalfa, Bermuda grass, 
Barley, Carpet grass

Cereals - Rice, Maize

Condiments - Parsley, Mint, Oregano, Sweet basil

Fruit crops - Strawberry,

Flower/ornamental crops – Anthurium,  marigold, 
coleus, roses, carnations, Chrysanthemums, 
orchids,

Medicinal crops – Aloe vera
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Active systems/Closed : 
solution is  recycled employ pumps and other devices to deliver 
nutrient solutions to plant roots to ward off gravity

Require growing mediums that drain rapidly, such as smooth travel. 

There are various types of active hydroponics systems that exist: 

Ebb & Flow 
Drip or Top Feed
Nutrient Film Technique 
Aeroponics 

Measuring electrical conductivity (EC) is a convenient check of total salt 
concentration

It is essential to add fertilizer concs to the nutrient solution at levels equaling
those taken up by the crop; otherwise, some nutrients accumulate while
others are depleted. Chemical additions may be required weekly or even
daily.
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Passive /Open systems:
are basic and easier to set up, inexpensive, portable, and simple to set up for
the novice hydroponics gardener.

Passive systems require materials that retain moistures longer such as vermiculite and sand. 

Ideal for starting seeds, rooting cuttings and  experimental purposes. 

A disadvantage is lower growth rate.

Two types
Wick system
Typical water culture system

Hydroponic systems

Two types 
1. passive/open       2.Active/closed
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NUTRIENT  FORMULA
Macronutrients conc g/l

MgSO47H2O 48 0.49
K2HPO4 15 0.09
KNO3 30 0.22
CaCl2.7H2O 50 0.18
Ca(NO3)2.4H2O 70 0.59

Use 4N H2SO4 to adjust pH value to 6.0

Micronutrients conc g/l
FeEDTA 3 2.26
MnSO4.H2O 0.50 0.1540
CuSO4.5H2O 0.02 0.0079
ZnSO4.7H2O 0.05 0.0220
H2BO3 0.50 0.2860
Na2Mo4.7H2O 0.01 0.0025

To make FeEDTA dissolve 1340 mg disodium EDTA in 500 ml distilled water and heat while still hot add 990 
mg FeSO4.7H2O and stir vigorously

Knops and Sachs1860; Gericke,1929; Dougas,1946, India15-05-2017 29



pH  range for  a general hydroponic solution is between 6 -- 6.5. 

Temperature ,Amount of light 
Evaporation ,Tap water refining 
Amount of nutrients

With so many of variables, periodically checking the pH level of the 
solution is vital

For adjusting the pH
Solution-too acidic, one tablespoon of baking soda to 15 liters of 
solution.. 

Solution-too alkaline, one tablespoon of white vinegar per 20 liters 
of solution.

The ideal EC range is 1.5 and 2.5 ds/m. Higher Ec will prevent nutrient 
absorption due to OP and lower Ec severely affect plant health and yield.

pH Value and EC
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Plants apart from C02, water, nitrogen, 
phosphorus, potassium and other fertilizer 
elements—they also need to eat photons. 

They eat light! That’s why indoor growers 
have grow lights. Light drives photosynthesis: the 
main metabolic process that fuels plant life.

http://www.rosebudmag.com/growers/hydroponics-grow-lights-hid-
digital-ballasts#sthash.1BFYqyId.dpuf

Light



High Intensity Discharge (HID) Most cost 
effective--extremely long life

High Pressure Sodium Red/orange ---flowering and 
fruiting.

Metal Halide blue/green --veg gr

Fluorescent inefficient --close to the  plants—veg gr
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Carbon dioxide (CO2) is an essential airborne 
hydroponics plant nutrient and at the same time it’s a 
“greenhouse gas”; high levels of CO2 are a health hazard. 

CO2 augmentation is a popular hydroponics indoor grow 
room.

CO2 combined with hydroponics lighting and increased 
amounts of nutrients and water,, hydroponics plants grow 
faster and produce heavier yields.

Precautions
1. Augment CO2 during the lights-on cycle of  hydro grow 

room 
2. Keep exhaust fans off during CO2 enrichment 
3. For safety, wear a respirator that filters the air and provides 

you adequate oxygenation.

- See more at: http://temp.rosebudmag.com/growers/hydroponic-tips-ideas/gardening/co2-faster-indoor-growth-bigger-
yields#sthash QX19faBp dpuf  Hydroponics CO2: Faster Hydroponics Indoor Garden Plant Growth & Bigger Yields
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Vertical farming

Why Vertical Farming?
• Possibly to increase the use of available acreage.
• To overcome situation of shrinking agr. land
• To build green urban environment
• To create more jobs in urban settings
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refers to  creating layered farms which are be 
stacked (outfitted with led lighting) in order to 

increase growing area. The basis of VF is 
Hydroponic cultivation



The credit for the rooftop revolution, which has come to 
the world’s rescue, goes to Cuba.

Havana residents grew food crops on rooftops, 
empty parking lots, even atop abandoned cars.
Within five years, Havana’s 8,000 urban food 
gardens produced over 50% of Cuba’s 
vegetables and fruits. London’s Architectural 
Review called it ‘Cuban urban farming 
revolution: how to create self-sufficient cities.’



Rice on 7th floor. 
Wheat on 12th.

And enough food 
within an 

30-story tower to 
feed 

A small city of 
50,000.  
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Japanese-- Light weight aeroponic rice farm
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At Tokyo’s Pasona Group, executives, during their lunch break, 
tend to vegetables, fruits and rice grown inside the office.



The tank’s slow current carries 
floating trays of plants [1] past 
nutrient dispensers [2] and, by 
the end of the weeks-long trip, 
the plants are ready for harvest. 

Below them swim high-protein 
tilapia [3], whose ammonia-
laden waste sinks to a gravel bed 
[4], where bacteria convert it to 
nitrogen. 

The system pumps this 
nitrogen-rich water to the plants, 
which consume the nitrogen and 
return clean water to the fish.

Merry grow round hydroponic-
organitech: Israeli co
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For city’s sewage a “SlurryCarb” machine, by 
EnerTech, a green-energy start-up in Atlanta.
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Terrasphere



HYDRO/AEROPONIC-FODDER



Dr. Prafulla Kumar Naik, Senior Scientist (Animal
Nutrition), ICAR Research Complex for Goa.
The size of the green house is approximately 25 feet
(length) x 10 feet (width) x 10 feet (height) and has a
potential to produce 600 kg of green fodder daily --
seven days.
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Goa model
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Hydrofodder(AOL)





Aeroponic fodder(AOL)



Aeroponic fodder
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Micro greens are the seedlings of edible 
vegetables and herbs that are harvested when quite 
young, generally at the first-true-leaf stage of 
growth but in some cases at the seed-leaf stage.

Micro greens are trendy, vibrant, nutritious, and 
versatile, adding panache to nearly any culinary 
presentation — gourmet salads, sprinkled over 
pizzas, or used on any other dish as a garnish.





Microgreen growing-Terrafarm India



MICROGREENS-"vegetable confetti”

4 to 40 fold more concentrated with nutrients like 
vitamin C, vitamin E, vitamin K, lutein and beta-carotene.
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Microgreen toppings



Future strategies

Three pronged strategy

1. Units for resorce constrained  (BPL) people
2. Units for household 
3. Commercial  automated units





(i)  simple systems
(without any climate control )

(ii)   In ICDS and
(iii) Schools to improve upon 

nutritional security
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A. For Resource constraint people –



Steps to Water Bottle Garden
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DIY
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Windowsill hydroponics
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B.   Household hydro –household people

(i)Such people can be prompted for rooftop garden            
(ii) backyard gardens  
(iii) through societies  - community approach 
(iv)designing of buildings with green roofs
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Simple NFT without power
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Tomato  and strawberry grown through Nutrient Film Technique in PVC pipes.The
solution from tanks moved on basis of gravity (without any power)







COIMBATORE:State govt to 
promote roof top kitchen garden  
Jan 7, 2014

"An elaborate manual will also be provided along
with the kit carrying stepwise instructions in Tamil
and English. It will be a simple procedure and in
case of any doubts, the public could seek
suggestions from our department," said Shiva
Subramaniam, assistant director, horticulture
department, Coimbatore.
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Simple bamboo str





Limited Space Encourages Simplified 
Vertical Farming Designs in Kerala India

Introduced by 
Green Chip.A
base model 
starts from Rs. 
2,000 and goes 
up to 
Rs.40,000.



C.    Model Govt farms/roof top 
gardens

1. Training  centres and demo farms
2. Plant Physiology depts in SAU –trainings

D. Commercial automated farming
Govt is already giving subsidy for 

fabrication of greenhouses. Like Pvt
Hospitals, they may be asked to donate a % 
age of the produce to less privileged 
sections
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Fully automated systems

24m x 42m
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Roof top garden
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Grow  --- off-season high value crops, 
e.g. basil, cherry tomatoes, peppers and 
herbs during the winter.

Tie up --------gourmet restaurants and 
farmer-markets you can recover your 
growing costs very quickly. 

Grow different high quality crops in 
small area using a shelf-like structure   or 
rotary hydroponic systems.

How to meet challenge of initial high 
cost in set up?
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NEC Japanese farm Pune



PUNE



Pune



Moga



Noida-Rose 



Goa



Haryana Indo Israel Centre of 
excellence

Shift from wheat to veggies –cherry tomatoes, seedless 
cucumbers, brinjals, coloured capsicums,  strawberry------
Deepak Khatker, a resident of Sheikhpura Khalsa village in Karnal
district, about 100 km from the national capital, told IANSThe
production on my land is four to five times when compared with other 
farmers not using these technologies,” says Deepak.

Fifty-year-old Bijender Phor, another farmer from Khatker’s
village, who has been gradually shifting from growing grains to 
vegetables.
“Vertical farming help save space on the ground by growing 
the crops vertically --saves almost 90 percent of water. 
These methods are revolutionary,” said Phor.



Aeroponics 
Very high tech –requires continuous power 
Useful in propagation of hard to root plants. 

NASA has experimented with the combination of the Aeroponics 
system and the Nutrient Film Technique, in order to conserve 
nutrients for the use of hydroponics in space. 

Requires short nutrient cycle as roots dry out quickly
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Aeroponics

uses65% ˂ water than hydroponics. 

NASA  concluded   aeroponically grown 
plants requires 25% the nutrient input 
compared to hydroponics.



Aeroponic veggies 



Aeroponics 



Aeroponic potato tubers

Shri Arvind
Kaushal, Additional 
Secretary, DARE 
and Secretary, ICAR 
inaugurated the 
Aeroponic facility-II 
for disease free 
seed production at 
CPRI, Shimla on 
16.11.2013.15-05-2017 90







SWOT  ANALYSIS



Strengths
1. Elimination of temporal and spatial separation of crops
2. Locally grown, fresh, pesticide free food 
3. Better taste and longer shelf life
4. Higher yield from small space, densely placed plants
5. Better manipulation of crop growth and dev (CO2, light, 

growth regulators
6. Little water use, no runoff 
7. Efficient nutrient use 
8. Source of extra food and add beauty in the vicinity.
9. Can reduce building temp by 3-5C  if grown on rooftops



Opportunities
• Branded produce can create niche markets
• High value crops; saffron, ginger, hops, spices
• More dense crops- no competition
• Creation of awareness among masses- to 

eliminate unfounded fears
• Be the First step, Right time,  less competition, 

less labour:  ask Maruti, Tata, amazon etc



Weakneses

• Initial high cost
• Adoption by literates
• Marketing needs consistent supply



Myths and Threats

1. Embeded fear 
hydroponic is unnatural
A complicated technology

2.  Constant supervision
insect/pest attack can damage the entire    
crop in no time



Future of hydroponics

Versatile technology, both for developed n developing
countries.

By haves and have-nots

It can efficiently generate food crops from barren desert sand and
desalinated ocean water, in mountainous rocky strata, on city
rooftops and concrete school yards and in arctic communities.

It can be a boon for pharmaceutical and perfumery industry.
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